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A B S T R A C T   

The extent of the cell voltage hysteresis observed in polarization curves of PEM fuel cells and the origins causing 
this effect are investigated by performing experimental polarization curves with different dwell times for a 50 
cm2 PEM fuel cell. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy measurements are carried out in order to determine 
the relative contributions of the different polarizations (ohmic, activation, and concentration polarization). 
Equivalent circuits were obtained from the impedance spectra, where the interpretation of the circuit parameters 
enabled the analysis of the origin and extent of the cell voltage hysteresis. It was identified that the cause of the 
cell voltage hysteresis is actually dominated by the changes in the concentration polarization at low current 
densities, and by the changes in the activation polarization at high current densities. The cell ohmic resistance 
(and consequently the membrane hydration) presents a minor effect on the cell voltage hysteresis. The effect of 
the dwell time in the cell voltage hysteresis (with values ranging from 15 to 25 mV) presents a mixed trend, with 
an initial decrease for increasing dwell times from 120 to 600 s, and a later increase and a final almost constant 
hysteresis for longer dwell times.   

1. Introduction 

The observation that fuel cells (FCs) present a voltage hysteresis 
when performing the polarization curve in the forward direction with 
increasing currents and then in backward direction with decreasing 
currents is a well-known effect widely reported in the literature [1–4]. 
Although it was initially considered that only water flooding was the 
origin of such effect (cell switching from drier to more flooded condi-
tions or the other way round), it was later recognised that additional and 
complex phenomena is influencing the cell voltage hysteresis, such as 
the difference of the membrane humidification levels, and the pre-
sence/absence of oxide species adsorbed onto the surface of the catalyst. 
Mitzel et al. [5] indicated that the hysteresis in the cell voltage of the 
polarization curves could not actually be avoided, regardless the dwell 
time used at each test point. 

Voltage hysteresis is a relevant phenomenon when the fuel cell is 
operating under frequent load changes due to variations in the power 
requirements demanded to the FC system. The transient behaviour of the 
cell is thus important not only in terms of the dynamic response, but also 
in terms of the control system design and optimization, where the new 
operating point after load change may vary due to the hysteresis effect 
depending on whether the current density is increasing or decreasing. It 
also generates difficulties when it comes to comparing polarization 
curves, as hysteresis will appear regardless of the dwell times used in the 
experiment, set-points defined for the current, or previous load levels 
(ascending or descending currents). Indeed, Mitzel et al. [5] introduced 
the concept of “steady-state” polarization curves for a more suitable 
benchmarking among different cells or stacks, consisting on calculating 
the average cell voltage (for each current) between the ascending and 
descending polarization curves in order to obtain a fair polarization 
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curve and benchmarking with a minimum influence of hysteresis. This 
was also included in harmonized test protocols for fuel cells such as the 
one by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission [6,7]. 

Cell hysteresis in polarization curves was also studied by using gal-
vanostatic step sweep by Hou [8] for different Gas Diffusion Layers. The 
extent of the hysteresis was associated with the capability of the mem-
brane electrode assembly (MEA) and the gas diffusion layer (GDL) to 
store the water generated by the electrochemical reaction after the load 
change (the extent of the “water reservoir” as indicated by Hou [8]). In 
addition, it must be considered that the different processes taking place 
within the FCs are occurring at significantly different time scales [9,10], 
which is influencing the dynamic and transient response of the cell. 
While ohmic response is mostly instantaneous, the electrochemical re-
actions at the double layer present characteristic timescales of milli-
seconds. However, the reactants diffusion is a slower process and 
timescale ranges in the 0.1–1 s [11], and liquid water transport among 
MEA, GDL and channels may take several seconds and even minutes 
depending on the cell size [12], when the coupling with heat transfer is 
considered. 

Several experimental techniques are commonly available to better 
gain more insights into the phenomena that take place within the FC. 
The cell polarization curve (I-V curve) is representing the performance 
of a FC, but as it shows the integral output of all phenomena occurring 
within the cell, and the different individual physical-electrochemical 
processes cannot be properly determined. In contrast, Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS, or AC impedance spectroscopy) is 
enabling the analysis and quantification of the different overpotentials 
or polarization contributions, the determination of catalyst parameters 
[13] or the monitoring and diagnosis of degradation and state-of-health 
[14]. The use of EIS for the analysis of the performance of PEMFCs as 
well as optimization, monitoring, and diagnosis is detailed in the review 
work by Wu et al. [15], Rezaei Niya and Hoorfar [16], Tang et al. [17], 
and Yuan et al. [18]. In a representation and quantitative analysis of the 
impedance spectra obtained, the charge transfer resistance (activation 
polarization), reactants transport resistance (concentration polariza-
tion), or ohmic resistance (also known as HFR o High Frequency 
Resistance) can be quantified [19]. For a PEMFC operating with air, 
Nyquist plots typically show two pronounced arcs or semi-circles 
impedance spectra, the medium frequencies arc (between 10 and 100 
Hz) corresponding to charge transfer resistance, and the low frequencies 
arc (at low frequencies ≈ 1–10 Hz) corresponding to reactant diffusion 
limitation, usually in the cathode side [15–18]. 

By combining this technique together with the Distribution of 
Relaxation Times (DRT) method, the characteristic timescales of the 
different processes occurring within the PEMFC can also be studied and 
determined, as in the work by Weiß et al. [20], Heinzmann et al. [21,22] 
or Iranzo et al. [23]. In this work, the extent of the cell voltage hysteresis 
and the origins causing this effect are investigated by performing 
experimental polarization curves with different dwell times, for a 50 cm2 

PEMFC. EIS measurements were carried out in order to determine the 
different contributions of the polarization curves (ohmic, activation, and 
mass transport or concentration polarization). 

2. Experimental facility and methodology 

2.1. Test station and fuel cell description 

A PEMFC test station was used for the experimental work, where the 
main components of the station are an electronic load ADAPTIVE 
POWER 5L18-24 (0-60V/0-240A), a power source MAGNA POWER SL5- 
250/UI (0-5V/0-250A), a Frequency Response Analyzer NEWTOŃS 4th 
PSM1700, a cell heating/cooling system, and a system to control gas 
flow, pressure and relative humidity. The sample rate of the station is 1 
Hz and its voltage measurement uncertainty ±1 mV. 

The PEMFC used is a 50 cm2 single cell from ElectroChem Inc., with 
serpentine flow fields in cathode and anode, in a cross-flow layout with 

horizontal anode and vertical cathode channels as depicted in our pre-
vious publications [19,23]. The land width and channel are 0.86 mm 
and 0.71 mm, respectively. A 5-layer 50 cm2 MEA was used, with a 
Nafion-212 membrane, 1.0 mg Pt/cm2 in the anode and cathode elec-
trodes (with 20 wt% Pt/C). GDLs were from Toray (TP-060 without 
MPL), 0.19 mm thick and 78% porosity, with an electrical resistivity of 
80 mΩcm2. 

2.2. Experimental conditions 

The operating conditions of the fuel cell were defined as following. 
Reactants relative humidity of 60%, stoichiometric factors at the anode 
and cathode 1.3 and 2.5, respectively, cell temperature of 65 ◦C, and cell 
pressure 0.5 bar (relative). The oxidant used was air. All the experiments 
carried out to obtain the different I-V polarization curves at different 
dwell times (120–1800 s) were performed at the same nominal condi-
tions, which are the same as proposed in Iranzo et al. [23]. The cell 
temperature was maintained constant at 65 ◦C during all experiments, in 
order to avoid temperature effects on the membrane hydration levels 
and the consequent variations in the cell resistance. This was achieved 
by a temperature control system consisting of film heaters on both sides 
of the cell and air fan coolers also on both sides of the cell, with a 
thermocouple inserted into the cathode Bipolar Plate to monitor the cell 
temperature. 

2.3. Description of the experimental testing procedure 

The experimental procedure used for the assessment of the hysteresis 
of I-V polarization curves was based on the one defined by the Joint 
Research Centre of the European Commission [6]. Each of the polari-
zation curves are recorded the initial current density points from 0 to 
0.1 A/cm2 evaluated in steps of 0.02 A/cm2 with a dwell time of 60 s, 
with the exception of point at OCV that had a dwell time of 30 s only to 
prevent electrode degradation. All the rest of the current density points, 
ranging from 0.2 to 1.3 A/cm2 for this particular cell and operating 
conditions, were evaluated in steps of 0.1 A/cm2 with the dwell time 
determined for each test. In all cases the forward (increasing current) 
and backward (decreasing current) polarization curves were recorded in 
order to evaluate the cell voltage hysteresis. The tests carried out cor-
responded to dwell times of 120, 200, 600, 900, 1200, and 1800 s. In all 
cases the data acquisition / sampling rate during the test is 1 Hz. 

After the completion of each polarization curve, the voltage corre-
sponding to each current density point was calculated as the average 
value of the last 30 s measured (resulting in 30 measurements for each 
point). For each dwell time analysed, a minimum of three curves were 
measured, and the final polarization curve presented was calculated as 
the average value. 

The EIS impedance measurements were performed with amplitude of 
10% of the base intensity and with a frequency range between 0.2 and 
6.0 kHz (with over 14 points per decade). Each of these frequency 
sweeps lasts around 300 s. Therefore, no EIS experiments were carried 
out for the low dwell times. For the dwell times analysed, the EIS spectra 
were recorded at 25 and 50 A (0.5 and 1.0 A/cm2). 

3. Results 

3.1. Polarization curves 

The I-V polarization curves obtained for all the dwell times tested 
(120–1800 s) are represented in Fig. 1 (top) where a close-up between 
60 A and 70 A is included for a better representation of the voltage 
differences at higher currents (Fig. 1, bottom). Both forward and back-
ward steps are represented. Error bars are included in Fig. 1 (bottom) for 
a determination of the measurement uncertainty. 

It can be observed that all curves are similar, but two distinctive 
groups are identified at high currents; one presenting higher cell 
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voltages (around 0.46 V at 65 A) which corresponds to the minimum and 
the maximum dwell times (120 and 1800 s), and the rest of the curves 
with intermediate dwell times presenting lower cell voltages (around 
0.43–0.44 V at 65 A). It is also identified that for all dwell times the 
backward curve corresponding to decreasing currents is above the for-
ward curve, presenting higher cell voltages for all values of the current 
being drawn from the cell, as marked with arrows in Fig. 1 (bottom). 

3.2. Quantification of the cell voltage hysteresis 

In order to quantify the hysteresis in each polarization curve, two 
different calculation methods were followed, i.e. hysteresis as the cell 
voltage difference at a particular current density in the galvanostatic 
experiment, and hysteresis accounted as the area enclosed among both 
forward and backward curves, which is indeed the product of ΔV x ΔI 
(thus with units of power). The results are presented in Fig. 2, where it 
can be observed that both methods are qualitatively equivalent in terms 
of the trends followed with respect to the dwell time. 

When measured as voltage difference between forward and back-
ward curves for a given current, the hysteresis at 25 A (middle part of the 
curve in the ohmic region) was the highest, whereas the hysteresis at 10 
A (initial part of the curve in the activation region) was the lowest. The 
effect of the dwell time in the experiment presented a mixed trend. 
Initially, the hysteresis decreased when the dwell times increased from 
120 to 600 s, and then started to increase up to 900 s dwell time, and 
finally reached a plateau with minor variations until 1800 s. As a global 
indication, cell voltage hysteresis for the conditions tested is ranging 
from 15 to 25 mV according to the results presented in Fig. 2, which is 

consistent with values reported in the literature (e.g. 20 mV reported by 
Mitzel et al. [5]). 

3.3. Effect of HFR on the cell voltage hysteresis 

The HFR values were obtained from the EIS experiments at high 
frequencies and are represented in Fig. 3. The objective is to analyse the 
eventual effect of the cell resistance on the hysteresis observed. The HFR 
values were determined from the Nyquist plots as the ZRe value for Zim =

0 (typically Zim = 0 at 5–6 kHz). The HFR values represented in Fig. 3 

Fig. 1. Polarization curves measured for different dwell times (top). Detail at higher currents (bottom) with error bars marked. Arrows indicate the forward 
(increasing current) and backward (decreasing current) curves for dwell time 120 s (blue) and 1800 s (red). 

Fig. 2. Hysteresis of the I–V curves measured for the different dwell times.  
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(top) are actually the average values between the forward and backward 
curves. In Fig. 3 the HFR values are not available for short dwell times. 
Although it is possible to obtain HFR values in short testing times, it was 
intended in this work to obtain complete EIS measurement in all cases, 
where full EIS spectra was not measured for short dwell times due to the 
lack of enough testing time to complete the test with enough accuracy. 
HFR values in Fig. 3 (bottom) are calculated as the difference between 
the values measured for the forward and backward curves. 

The HFR results compare well with results reported in the literature, 
where a summary of HFR values for different conditions can be found in 
the review work by Rezai Niya et al. [24]. 

The following observations are determined from the results ob-
tained. First, HFR values (cell ohmic resistance) are decreasing as the 
current increases (Fig. 3, top), due the fact that higher amount of water 
is produced by the electrochemical reaction thus improving the mem-
brane hydration. This is a well-known relationship [1,25]. The HFR 
variations are however very small, with less than 5% decrease in the 
absolute value of HFR. In terms of the effect of the dwell time, for the 
data collected it is observed that HFR values decreases for higher dwell 
times. In any case, it can be determined that the HFR is not having a 
significant influence on the voltage hysteresis. The conclusion that the 
differences in HFR values between the forward and the backward curves 
are actually not influencing the hysteresis was determined by comparing 
the voltage difference caused by the HFR difference. Basically, the HFR 
difference between forward and backward curves is roughly 1.0E-5 Ohm 
for 10 A, 25 A and 50 A, which implies a voltage difference of 0.1 mV, 
0.25 mV, or 0.5 mV, respectively. However, the hysteresis measured as 
voltage difference between the forward and the backward curves (Fig. 2) 
is within 15–25 mV, so it is clear that the differences in the HFR values (i. 

e. differences in membrane hydration) cannot be causing the cell voltage 
hysteresis observed. This will be further studied and determined with 
the corresponding resistance values obtained by means of the Equivalent 
Circuit models in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 

3.4. Determination of the cell electrochemical and reactant diffusion 
resistances 

Nyquist plots for the different dwell times where EIS measurements 
are available are shown in Fig. 4. Measurements were conducted for 
dwell times 900, 1200, and 1800 s, as smaller dwell times did not allow 
for an accurate EIS measurement along the full frequency range (6–0.2 
Hz). 

In all cases the impedance spectra present the well-known two arcs 
corresponding to the activation polarization (left arc at medium fre-
quencies) and to the mass transport polarization (right arc at lower 
frequencies) [15–19,23]. Both arcs (or semi-circles) are clearly over-
lapping for the higher current density operation (1.0 A/cm2, Fig. 4, 
bottom). It can be also observed that the arc corresponding to activation 
overpotential is decreasing for increasing currents, whereas the arc 
corresponding to mass transport losses is increasing for higher currents. 
This is an expected behaviour as when the load current increases, the 
reactants consumption increases simultaneously and requires a higher 
reactant flux, but the formation of product water at cathode will hinder 
the oxygen diffusion thus increasing the corresponding polarization 
resistance and the low-frequency arc in the Nyquist plot. 

In order to achieve a quantitative analysis, the impedance spectra 
were fitted in ZView [26] to a well-known Equivalent Circuit composed 
by a resistance, and a CPE element in parallel with a second resistance 

Fig. 3. HFR values measured for the different dwell times at 10 A, 25 A, and 65 A. Average HFR values between forward and backward I–V curves (top). HFR 
difference between forward and backward I–V curves (bottom). 
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and a Warburg element as shown in Fig. 5. This is a common configu-
ration used to fit impedance spectra from fuel cells [27]. The average 
error in the fitting of all spectra (twelve in total) was 0.0253, measured 
as the weighted sum of squares. 

The equivalent circuit parameters obtained in ZView after the fitting 
of the spectra are compiled in Table 1. 

The small relative variations of R1 (corresponding to the cell HFR) 
are also observed in Table 1, which is consistent with the observations 
analysed in Section 3.3. It is also observed that R2 (related to the elec-
trochemical process resistance) is decreasing when current is increased, 
and W-R (related to the diffusion or mass transport process resistance) is 
increasing when current is increased due to mass transport limitations. 
Both trends are also well known in the literature [15–19,23]. Overall, 
the cell ohmic resistance is contributing with a weight of 20–30% to the 
total resistance. The electrochemical or activation polarization resis-
tance is contributing with a weight of 20–50% (with higher contribution 
at lower current densities), and the mass transport of concentration 
polarization resistance is contributing with a weight of 20–60% (with 

higher contribution at higher current densities). 
Based on the parameters in Table 1, the sum of the resistances was 

determined, as R1 + R2 + W-R. R1 is corresponding to the ohmic 
resistance or HFR, R2 is corresponding to the resistance of the electro-
chemical reaction (activation polarization), and W-R is corresponding to 
the resistance of the reactants diffusion (mass transport or concentration 
polarization), as in the work by Dhirde et al. [28]. The result of the sum 
of all resistances is presented in Table 2 (named as EIS/EC Resistances). 
The voltage drop associated to these resistances is also presented in 
Table 2, as well as the resulting hysteresis calculated as the voltage 
difference when comparing the values for the forward and backward 
curves. 

The first observation is that for all cases, the total resistance deter-
mined from the parameters of the Equivalent Circuit (named as EIS/EC 
Resistances in Table 2) for the backward curve is less than for the for-
ward curve, supporting the fact that all experimental polarization curves 
are presenting backward/decreasing current curves with higher voltages 
than the corresponding forward/increasing current curves. 

The voltage difference calculated and presented in Table 2 for each 
dwell time and each value of the current (EC Hysteresis in Table 2) was 
compared against the actual hysteresis measured in the polarization 
curves (as cell voltage backward current – cell voltage forward current). 
This was carried out in order to determine whether the hysteresis 
voltage differences calculated based on the fitting of the equivalent 
circuits (Table 2) are properly comparable to the real voltage differences 
measured in the polarization curves (Fig. 2). The results are presented in 
Fig. 6 for all cases measured. 

It can be observed that the correspondence between experimental 
values of the cell hysteresis and the ones determined by the equivalent 
circuit is reasonably well, with the exception of high dwell times (1200 
and 1800 s) at high current (50 A). In spite of the exceptions indicated, 
the agreement could be considered as acceptable enough in order to 
allow to further analyse the reasons why hysteresis is being observed, 
based on the values of the resistances determined from the equivalent 
circuits. 

3.5. Identification of the phenomena causing the cell hysteresis at each 
condition 

In Table 2, three additional data is calculated (ΔR1, ΔR2, and 
ΔW− R). Each value represents the variation of R1, R2 and W-R between 
the forward and the backward curves, for each dwell time and for each 
current. The absolute contribution of each polarization to the total 
resistance was discussed in the previous section, with a relatively con-
stant contribution of ohmic resistance, an increasing contribution of 
mass concentration for higher current densities, and a decreasing 
contribution of activation polarization for higher current densities. 
These new values ΔR1, ΔR2, and ΔW− R in Table 2 are therefore rep-
resenting the relative change in each polarization between the forward 
and the backward curve. This will thus provide information about the 
origin and cause of the cell voltage hysteresis observed in the polari-
zation curves. It can be observed that variations in R1 can be neglected 
for all cases due to the very small differences between the forward and 
the backward curves, which is consistent with the observations and 
discussion provided in Section 3.3. 

Interestingly, the relative changes of R2 and W-R (ΔR2 and ΔW-R in 
Table 2) are different depending on the particular case, but following a 
consistent trend: in all cases at 25 A, the relative contribution of ΔW-R 
(concentration polarization) is significantly higher than the relative 
contribution of ΔR2 (activation polarization). On the contrary, in all 
cases at 50 A, the relative contribution of ΔW-R (concentration polari-
zation) is lower than the relative contribution of ΔR2 (activation po-
larization). The consequence of such observation is an interesting fact: 
first, it must be considered that the actual contribution of each polari-
zation to the total resistance is as described above (i.e. higher contri-
bution of mass concentration for higher current densities, and a lower 

Fig. 4. Nyquist plots obtained from EIS measurements for dwell times 900, 
1200, and 1800 s, at 25 A (top) and 50 A (bottom). 

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit used for the fitting of the impedance spectra.  
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contribution of activation polarization for higher current densities, as 
observed in Fig. 4 and Table 1). But the data in Table 2 reveals that the 
cause of the cell voltage hysteresis is actually dominated by the 

variations in the concentration polarization at low current densities, and 
by the variations in the activation polarization at high current densities. 

4. Discussion on the influence of dwell times on cell hysteresis 

In Table 2, the resistance of the cell for each dwell time experiment is 
shown in column “EIS/EC Resistances”. Fig. 6 represented the experi-
mental cell voltage hysteresis together with the corresponding cell 
voltage differences determined from the resistances of the equivalent 
circuit, which is actually the hysteresis predicted by the Equivalent 
Circuit. It was determined that the correspondence between experi-
mental values of the cell hysteresis and the ones determined by the 
Equivalent Circuit was reasonably well, with the exception of two points 
corresponding to high dwell times (1200 and 1800 s) at high current (50 
A). Once the influence of the dwell times on the cell hysteresis was 
experimentally assessed (Fig. 1), it is reasonable to try determining the 
origin of such influence by analysing the information provided by the 
EIS experiments and the Equivalent Circuit. Table 3 presents the com-
plete set of data for this analysis. 

It was already observed in the experimental results that at 25 A the 
hysteresis is increasing when dwell time is incremented from 900 to 
1200 s, and then remains constant for the 1800 s dwell time experiment. 
The difference in the values of the total resistance obtained in the EIS/ 
Equivalent Circuit data (second column in Table 2) presents a conse-
quent trend, with higher resistance differences obtained when hysteresis 
is higher. It was already discussed in Section 3.5 that at 25 A, the origin 
of the cell voltage hysteresis is mostly based on the differences or vari-
ations in the mass concentration polarization. This can be again 
observed in Table 3, where the values of the forward – backward W-R 
term are dominating the contribution to the total cell resistance differ-
ence. Analysing the data, it can be determined that the reason why cell 
voltage hysteresis for 900 s dwell time is lower than for 1200 or 1800 s is 
precisely the fact that the total cell resistance at 900 s dwell time is 
smaller, and this is mostly caused by the smaller values of the mass 
transport or concentration resistance. This is meaning that longer dwell 
times are causing an increase in the mass transport resistance and 
therefore a higher cell voltage hysteresis. 

A similar analysis could be carry out for the case with 50 A, however 
with a minor degree of confidence as the difference in the behaviour 
between experimental hysteresis and EIS/EC hysteresis for longer dwell 
times at this higher current are avoiding an accurate analysis and 
conclusion. 

5. Conclusions 

The voltage hysteresis observed in fuel cells when the polarization 
curve is performed in forward direction with increasing current densities 
and then in backward direction with decreasing current densities was 
investigated in this work. The extent of the cell voltage hysteresis and 
the origins causing this effect are investigated by performing experi-
mental polarization curves with different dwell times, for a 50 cm2 PEM 

Table 1 
Parameters of the equivalent circuit fitting the impedance spectra.  

Experiment R1 (Ω) CPE-T CPE-P R2 (Ω) W-R (Ω) W-T W-P 

900 s 25A forward 0.00220 1.530 0.820 0.0034 0.0024 0.159 0.461 
900 s 25A backward 0.00217 1.828 0.811 0.0033 0.0019 0.174 0.488 
900 s 50A forward 0.00218 0.976 0.899 0.0022 0.0058 0.106 0.428 
900 s 50A backward 0.00217 0.875 0.915 0.0020 0.0058 0.107 0.423 
1200 s 25A forward 0.00220 1.690 0.807 0.0037 0.0028 0.163 0.469 
1200 s 25A backward 0.00220 1.989 0.798 0.0035 0.0019 0.167 0.513 
1200 s 50A forward 0.00220 0.864 0.916 0.0020 0.0068 0.112 0.411 
1200 s 50A backward 0.00220 0.801 0.927 0.0019 0.0064 0.113 0.412 
1800 s 25A forward 0.00209 1.724 0.809 0.0036 0.0023 0.147 0.489 
1800 s 25A backward 0.00204 2.438 0.778 0.0036 0.0014 0.146 0.563 
1800 s 50A forward 0.00206 1.578 0.849 0.0027 0.0046 0.088 0.464 
1800 s 50A backward 0.00207 1.549 0.858 0.0025 0.0044 0.088 0.461  

Table 2 
Resistance obtained from the equivalent circuits for the different experimental 
tests, hysteresis calculated out of the resistances, and relative contribution of 
each polarization.  

Experiment EIS/EC 
Resistances 
(ohm) 

Voltage 
drop (V) 

EC 
Hysteresis 
(V) 

ΔR1 
(%) 

ΔR2 
(%) 

ΔW- 
R 
(%) 

900 s 25A 
forward 

0.0080 0.200 0.0156 1.2 3.5 20.3 

900 s 25A 
backward 

0.0074 0.184     

900 s 50A 
forward 

0.0102 0.510 0.0143 0.5 11.4 0. 4 

900 s 50A 
backward 

0.0099 0.496     

1200 s 25A 
forward 

0.0087 0.217 0.0255 0.0 3.8 31.3 

1200 s 25A 
backward 

0.0077 0.192     

1200 s 50A 
forward 

0.0110 0.552 0.0272 0.0 7.6 5.7 

1200 s 50A 
backward 

0.0105 0.525     

1800 s 25A 
forward 

0.0080 0.201 0.0241 2.6 1.6 37.1 

1800 s 25A 
backward 

0.0071 0.176     

1800 s 50A 
forward 

0.0094 0.469 0.0245 -0.5 9.9 5.0 

1800 s 50A 
backward 

0.0089 0.444      

Fig. 6. Experimental cell voltage hysteresis (exp) and the corresponding cell 
voltage differences determined from the resistances of the equivalent circuit. 
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fuel cell. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy measurements were 
carried out in order to determine the relative contributions of the 
different polarizations (ohmic, activation, and mass transport or con-
centration polarization). Equivalent circuits were obtained from the 
experimental impedance spectra, where the interpretation of the circuit 
parameters enabled the analysis of the origin and the extent of the cell 
voltage hysteresis. It was identified that the cause of the cell voltage 
hysteresis is actually dominated by the variations in the concentration 
polarization (ΔR2 in Table 2) at low current densities, and by the vari-
ations in the activation polarization (ΔW-R in Table 2) at high current 
densities, while the relative contribution to the total polarization of the 
cell is the opposite, with concentration polarization dominating at high 
current densities and activation polarization dominating at low current 
densities. The cell ohmic resistance (and consequently the membrane 
hydration) presents no effect on the cell voltage hysteresis. The effect of 
the dwell time in the cell voltage hysteresis (with values ranging from 15 
to 25 mV) presents a mixed trend. The hysteresis initially decreases 
when increasing dwell times from 120 to 600 s, but then starts to in-
crease until 900 s dwell time, and then remains almost constant with 
minor variations until 1800 s. 
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Table 3 
Resistance difference (forward curve - backward curve, denoted as FW-BW) obtained from the equivalent circuits for the different experimental tests, and contribution 
of each polarization.  

dwell time / 
current 

EIS/EC total resistance difference (FW - 
BW) (mOhm) 

Δ R1 (FW-BW) 
(mOhm) 

Δ R2(FW-BW) 
(mOhm) 

Δ W-R(FW-BW) 
(mOhm) 

Hysteresis EIS/EC 
(V) 

Hysteresis 
experiment (V) 

900 s / 25 A 0.6 0.026 0.120 0.491 0.016 0.020 
1200 s / 25 A 1.0 0.000 0.140 0.880 0.026 0.024 
1800 s / 25 A 1.0 0.055 0.060 0.850 0.024 0.024 
900 s / 50 A 0.3 0.010 0.250 0.026 0.014 0.019 
1200 s / 50 A 0.5 0.000 0.155 0.390 0.027 0.016 
1800 s / 50 A 0.5 -0.010 0.270 0.230 0.025 0.014  
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